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Abstract
We consider various automata-theoretic properties of semigroupoids and small categories and their relationship to the corre-
sponding properties in semigroups and monoids. We introduce natural deﬁnitions of ﬁnite automata and regular languages over
ﬁnite graphs, generalising the usual notions over ﬁnite alphabets. These allow us to introduce a deﬁnition of automaticity for semi-
groupoids and small categories, which generalises those introduced for semigroups by Hudson and for groupoids by Epstein. We
also introduce a deﬁnition of preﬁx-automaticity for semigroupoids and small categories, generalising that for certain monoids
introduced by Silva and Steinberg.
We study the relationship between automaticity properties in a semigroupoid and in a certain associated semigroup. This allows us
to extend to semigroupoids and small categories a number of results about automatic and preﬁx-automatic semigroups and monoids.
In the course of our study, we also prove some new results about automaticity and preﬁx-automaticity in semigroups and monoids.
These include the fact that preﬁx-automaticity is preserved under the taking of coﬁnite subsemigroups.
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1. Introduction
The interactions between algebra and computation form one of the richest and most extensively investigated areas
of theoretical computer science. Broadly speaking, two distinct but closely related aspects are considered: the study
of computational problems in various classes of algebras, and the deployment of algebraic methods in models of
computation. Given the advances in computational algebra, and the near ubiquity of categories in theoretical computer
science, it is not surprising that recent years have seen increased interest in computation in small categories. Practical
tools have been created for computing with ﬁnitely presented categories (see for example [12]). There has also been
substantial theoretical progress in the development of category-theoretic algorithms; for example, a number of authors
have studied rewriting systems for paths in free categories [1,2,6,7,13,25].
At the same time, one of the most productive areas of in computational algebra has been the theory of automatic
groups. The expression of a ﬁnitely generated group using an automatic structure provides a basis for efﬁciently
performing computations in the group which may be hard or impossible given only a presentation. Groups which admit
automatic structures also display a number of remarkable algebraic and geometric properties [11].
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The usual language-theoretic deﬁnition of automaticity in groups is rather general, lending itself naturally to appli-
cation in wider contexts. It is observed in [11] that the notion of automaticity, together with many of the associated
results, extends naturally from groups to groupoids. More recently, Hudson [20] introduced a deﬁnition of automaticity
in semigroups and monoids and an embryonic theory of automatic semigroups has emerged [3–5,9,10,15–19]. It seems
natural to ask whether there is a common framework for these generalisations, in the form of a theory of automaticity
for associative partial algebras such as small categories and semigroupoids.
In the last decade, success has been achieved in applying to category theory techniques and algorithms originally
developed in group theory. In particular, the well-known Todd–Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm [30] has been
adapted to compute left Kan extensions [6]. This suggests that a suitable analogue of the theory of automatic groups
and semigroups might prove useful for solving computational problems in category theory.
It is well-known that the basic combinatorial notions of generators and relations can be generalised to categories
[14,26], with graphs and paths substituting for alphabets andwords respectively. The same approach applies naturally to
semigroupoids. In [21] we explored the consequences of such a generalisation, showing that some of the recent theory
of semigroup presentations generalises to the corresponding notions in semigroupoids (and small categories). In this
paper, we introduce natural deﬁnitions of automaticity and preﬁx-automaticity for semigroupoids (and hence for small
categories), and explore the consequences. We consider the relationship between these properties in semigroupoids
and small categories in general, and semigroups and monoids in particular. By so doing, we are able immediately to
extend a body of theory regarding automaticity in semigroups to cover automatic semigroupoids and small categories.
Our study has implications also for the combinatorial theory of semigroups. Some of our results about semigroupoids
and small categories are new, even when specialised to the single-object (semigroup or monoid) case, and we also prove
directly somenew results about semigroups.These include the fact that the class of preﬁx-automatic semigroups is closed
under the taking of coﬁnite subsemigroups, free products and free factors. In addition, certain classes of semigroups
are naturally described by means of constructions over semigroupoids and small categories. These include certain
semigroups which are categorical at zero [8, Section 7.7]. More recently, Lawson [24] has introduced a method of
ﬁnding abundant semigroups, which employs a form of Rees matrix construction over semigroupoids. In a subsequent
article [23] we shall use the theory developed in this paper to show that, under certain assumptions, the property of
automaticity passes through these constructions.
In addition to this introduction, this paper comprises four sections. In Section 2, we brieﬂy recall the notions of
generators and relations for partial algebras which we studied in [21]. In Section 3, we proceed to consider the formal
language theory and automata theory which of necessity underlies our theory of automaticity. We introduce a notion of
a language over a graph, which generalises the usual notion of a language over an alphabet. We deﬁne what it means
for such a language to be regular, and prove a number of technical lemmas, some of which may be of independent
interest.
In Section 4, we introduce a deﬁnition of automaticity for general ﬁnitely generated semigroupoids. We show that
a semigroupoid has the property of automaticity or preﬁx-automaticity if and only if a certain closely associated
semigroup has the same property. This allows us to generalise a considerable body of theory concerning automatic
semigroups to automatic semigroupoids.
Finally, in Section 5 we prove some new results about automatic semigroups, including the fact that the class of
preﬁx-automatic semigroups is closed under the taking of coﬁnite subsemigroups and of free products.
2. Graphs, semigroupoids and categories
For our purposes, a (directed) graph X consists of a collection X0 of vertices, a collection X1 of edges and two
functions , : X1 → X0 which determine respectively the source and target of each edge. Note that this deﬁnition
allows multiple edges joining the same pair of vertices, and edges which start and end at the same vertex. We say that
X is small if X0 and X1 are sets, and ﬁnite if X0 and X1 are ﬁnite sets.
A path  in X is a ﬁnite sequence e1e2 . . . en of (not necessarily distinct) edges in X such that ei = ei+1 for
1 i < n. We deﬁne  = e1,  = en, and call these the source and target, respectively of the path . The length
of the path  is the number n of edges. We also deﬁne a distinct empty path of length 0 at each vertex, with source and
target that vertex. We identify each path of length 1 with its single edge, and each vertex with the empty path at that
vertex. Thus, X0 and X1 are the sets of paths in X of length 0 and of length 1, respectively.
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Given (ﬁnite) graphs X and Y , the direct product of X and Y is the (ﬁnite) graph with vertex set X0 × Y 0, and edge
set X1 ×Y 1 where (f, g) = (f , g) and (f, g) = (f, g) for all f ∈ X1, g ∈ Y 1. We denote this graph X×Y .
Let X and Y be graphs. For our purposes, a graph morphism  : X → Y consists of functions 0 : X0 → Y 0
and 1 : X1 → Y 1 such that x1 = x0 and x1 = x0 for all edges x ∈ X1. If, in addition, X0 = Y 0 and
0 : X0 → X0 is the identity function, then we call  an edge-morphism, and, for notational convenience, identify 
with 1.
A semigroupoid S is a small graph S, together with a partial multiplication on the edges of S such that, for any two
edges e, f ∈ S1
(i) the product ef is deﬁned if and only if e = f ;
(ii) if ef is deﬁned, then (ef ) = e and (ef ) = f; and
(iii) if ef and fg are deﬁned then e(fg) = (ef)g.
The vertices and edges of a semigroupoid are called respectively objects and arrows. Where no ambiguity arises,
we abuse the notation slightly by writing S to mean the set S1 of arrows in S.
If s0 ∈ S0 is such that there exists an s ∈ S1 with s = s = s0, we say that the local semigroup of S at the object
s0 is the semigroup with elements {s ∈ S1 | s = s = s0} and multiplication deﬁned by restricting that in S.
The partial multiplication in a semigroupoid S induces a natural multiplication on the subsets of S, given by AB =
{ab | a ∈ A, b ∈ B, a = b} for all A,B ⊆ S.
Let S and T be semigroupoids with the same set of objects. A (semigroupoid) morphism is a function 1 : S1 → T 1
such that 1 = , 1 =  and (s1)(t1) = (st)1 for all s, t ∈ S with s = t. Thus, amorphism of semigroupoids
is an edge-morphism of the underlying graphs, which preserves the multiplication where deﬁned. As an example of
the abuse of notation discussed above, we shall sometimes write  : S → T for 1 : S1 → T 1.
An arrow e ∈ S is called a (local) identity at the object e ∈ S0 if e = e, and ef = f for all arrows f such that
ef is deﬁned, and f e = f for all arrows f such that f e is deﬁned. There is, necessarily, at most one local identity at a
given object. We write 1s to denote the unique local identity at the object s ∈ S0, if it exists. A semigroupoid with an
identity at every object is called a small category. For a semigroupoid to be a small category, it is necessary (but not
sufﬁcient) that each of its local semigroups be a monoid. An arrow e is said to be an inverse of an arrow f if ef and
f e are both deﬁned and equal the identities at f and e respectively. A small category in which every arrow has an
inverse is called a groupoid; note that inverses in a groupoid are necessarily unique.
A subsemigroupoid of a semigroupoid S is a semigroupoid U where U0 ⊆ S0, U1 ⊆ S1 and the multiplication,
source function  and target function onU are the restrictions of those on S to the appropriate domains. A subcategory
of a category S is a subsemigroupoid U such that for every u ∈ U0, the local identity 1u ∈ S1 is contained in U1.
We say that U is a coﬁnite subsemigroupoid (or coﬁnite subcategory) of S, if S1 \ U1 is ﬁnite. If A is a set of edges
in a semigroupoid [category] S then the subsemigroupoid [subcategory] generated by A is the unique minimum (with
respect to inclusion) subsemigroupoid [subcategory] of S which contains all the edges in A.
2.1. Semigroupoids and categorical-at-zero semigroups
Let T be a semigroup with a zero 0. We say that T is categorical at zero, if for any elements a, b, c ∈ T such that
ab = 0 and bc = 0, we also have that abc = 0. [8, Section 7.7].




the S-product st if s, t ∈ S1 and s = t
0 otherwise
for all s, t ∈ T . Clearly, T is a semigroup with zero 0, and T is categorical-at-zero. Following [29], we call T the
consolidation of S.
Note that not every categorical-at-zero semigroup is the consolidation of a semigroupoid. For example, the semigroup
with presentation
〈a, b, a′, b′, 0 | a0 = b0 = a′0 = b′0 = 00 = 0a = 0b = 0a′ = 0b′ = a′b′ = 0〉
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is easily shown to be categorical at zero but not the consolidation of any semigroupoid. See [22, Section 3.2] for more
details.
3. Graphs and languages
Let X be a small graph. The free semigroupoid X+ on X is the semigroupoid whose objects are the vertices of
X, and whose arrows are the non-empty paths in X, with ,  and the partial multiplication deﬁned in the obvious
way. The free category X∗ is the category obtained by adjoining a local identity (which can be thought of as the
empty path) at each object of X+. A path language or just a language over X is a (possibly empty) collection of
(possibly empty) paths in X, that is, a subset of the free category X∗.
If X is a ﬁnite graph and n ∈ N, we denote by Xn the language of paths in X of length n. Recall that we identify
each path of length 1 with its single edge, and each vertex with the empty path at that vertex, so that X1 and X0 are
consistent with their deﬁnitions above. Given n ∈ N, we write Xn for the language of paths in X∗ of length n or
more; X>n, Xn and X<n are deﬁned analogously in the obvious way. Given a path w ∈ X∗, we denote by |w| the
length of the path w.
Let x = x1 . . . xn be a path in a free semigroupoid X+ where each xi ∈ X1. A preﬁx of x is a (non-empty) path
of the form x1 . . . xj for some 1jn. A sufﬁx of x is a (non-empty) path of the form xj . . . xn for some 1jn.
A factor of x is a (non-empty) path of the form xj . . . xk for some 1jkn. An internal factor of x is a (non-empty)
path of the form xj . . . xk for some 1 < jk < n, that is, a factor of x2 . . . xn−1.
Given a path language L ⊆ X+, we write Pref(L) [respectively Suff(L), Fact(L), Int(L)] for the set of non-
empty preﬁxes [respectively sufﬁxes, factors, internal factors] of paths in L. For n ∈ N we write Prefn(L) to denote
Pref(L) ∩ Xn, and similarly for Suffn(L), Factn(L) and Intn(L); note that all four are empty when n = 0.
We observe that there is a natural correspondence between alphabets and ﬁnite graphs with a single vertex, each
letter corresponding to an edge. The free semigroup [monoid] on the alphabet is the unique local semigroup of the free
semigroupoid [respectively, free category] on the corresponding single-vertex graph.
3.1. Regularity
A (path) automaton M over a small graph X is a small graph M , together with a graph morphism  : M → X, a set
of distinguished start vertices of M and a set of distinguished terminal vertices of M .
We think of the automaton as the graph M with each edge e ∈ M1 labelled by e1 ∈ X1, and each vertex v ∈ M0
labelled by v0 ∈ X0. The vertices and edges are called states and transitions, respectively. The unique language
accepted or language recognised by M is the set of paths in X which label paths from a start vertex to a terminal vertex
in M .
The automaton is called a complete, deterministic automaton if (i) there is exactly one start vertex in the pre-image of
each object in X and (ii) for every state m ∈ M0 and every edge e ∈ X1 with e = m0 there is a unique edge f ∈ M1
with f 1 = e and f  = m. The automaton is called ﬁnite if the graphs M and X are ﬁnite; we shall be concerned
exclusively with ﬁnite automata. A path language which is accepted by some ﬁnite path automaton is called regular.
Note that non-empty paths in a ﬁnite graphX are deﬁned to be sequences of edges fromX1, and as such are identiﬁed
with the corresponding words over X1 when viewed as an alphabet. Thus, a language of non-empty paths over X is
also a language (in the more usual sense) over X1. The following proposition tells us that there is no ambiguity in
describing such a language as regular.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a ﬁnite graph and L be a set of non-empty paths in X. Then L is a regular path language
over X if and only if L is a regular language over the set X1 of edges of X.
Proof. If L is a regular path language over X, there is a ﬁnite path automaton M over X which accepts L. We can
view M as an automaton over the alphabet X1, by disregarding vertex labels. It is easy to verify that the automaton still
accepts the language L, so L is a regular language over X1.
Conversely, suppose L is a regular language over X1, which contains only non-empty words which are identiﬁed
with paths in X, so that L is also a path language over X. Then L is accepted by some complete, deterministic ﬁnite
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automaton M over X1. We deﬁne a ﬁnite graph automaton N over X with
• vertex set M0 × X0, where each (m, x) is labelled x;
• start vertices (q0, x) where q0 is the start vertex of M and x ∈ X0;
• terminal vertices (q, x) such that q is a terminal vertex in M and x ∈ X0; and
• an edge from (q, s) to (q ′, s) with label s whenever M has an edge from q to q ′ with label s.
It is an easy exercise to verify that N is a ﬁnite path automaton accepting L. 
Proposition 3.1 completely characterises those regular path languages which contain only non-empty paths. Recall
that we identify each vertex x ∈ X0 with the empty path at that vertex in X∗. Since the graph X has ﬁnitely many
vertices, the following proposition tells us that the presence or absence of empty paths does not affect regularity of a
path language.
Proposition 3.2. Let L be a language over a graph X, and x ∈ X0 a vertex of X. Then L \ {x} is regular if and only
if L ∪ {x} is regular.
Proof. SupposeL\{x} is regular. LetM be an automaton acceptingL\{x}. Let q ′ be a symbol not inM0. We construct
from M a new ﬁnite automaton N with
• state set M0 ∪ {q ′} with states in M0 labelled as in M , and q ′ labelled x;
• terminal states those of M , plus q ′;
• start states those of M except those labelled by x, which are replaced by q ′;
• all the edges of M; and
• an additional edge from q ′ to p with label y ∈ X1 whenever y = x and M has an edge from a start state q to p
with label y.
Then it is easy to verify that N accepts the path language L ∪ {x}, so that L ∪ {x} is regular.
Conversely, if L∪{x} is a regular language, then let M be a path automaton accepting it. Construct a new automaton
N from M exactly as above, except that the new state q ′ is not a terminal state. Then it is easy to verify that N accepts
L \ {x}, so that L \ {x} is regular. 
It iswell-known that every regular languageover an alphabet is acceptedby a complete, deterministic ﬁnite automaton.
Unsurprisingly, this result also holds for regular path languages and ﬁnite path automata.
Proposition 3.3. Let L ⊆ X∗ be a language over a ﬁnite graph X. Then L is a regular path language over X if and
only if L is accepted by a complete, deterministic, ﬁnite path automaton over X.
Proof. Suppose L is a regular path language over X. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that L∩X+ is also a regular path
language over X and by Proposition 3.1 that L∩X+ is a regular language over X1. By a standard result about regular
languages, we can choose a complete, deterministic, ﬁnite automaton M over X1 which accepts L ∩ X+.
We construct from M a new automaton N over X recognising L∩X+, as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. It follows
immediately from the method of construction that N is a complete, deterministic automaton. We now apply the method
used in the proof of Proposition 3.2 to obtain from N a new automaton accepting L. Again, the method of construction
ensures that this is a complete, deterministic automaton, as required.
The converse is immediate. 
Another important result is the following.
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a ﬁnite graph. Then X∗ is a regular path language over X.
Proof. We view X as an automaton over itself, with  : X → X the identity graph morphism and every state a start
and a terminal state. Then every path in X∗ labels a path in X∗ (namely, itself), and that path must run from a start state
to a terminal state. Thus, the language accepted by X is the whole of X∗. 
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A consequence of Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 is that a large number of standard facts about regular languages
extend immediately to regular path languages. The properties given by the following lemma are all either immediate
or straightforward to prove.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a ﬁnite graph. Then:
(i) All ﬁnite path languages over X are regular.
(ii) The free semigroupoid X+ is a regular path language.
(iii) The set of regular path languages over X is closed under the operations of concatenation, ﬁnite intersection,
ﬁnite union, complement, set difference and generation of subcategories and subsemigroupoids.
(iv) If L is a regular path language over X, then Pref(L) is a regular path language over X.
We shall make free use of the properties given by Lemma 3.5 without explicit reference.
3.2. Synchronous regularity
Given a graph X, we denote by X$ the graph X with an extra edge $s adjoined for every vertex s ∈ X0, with source




(a1, b1) . . . (an, bn) if m = n,
(a1, b1) . . . (an, bn)(an+1, $bn) . . . (am, $bn) if m > n,
(a1, b1) · · · (am, bm)($am, bn+1) · · · ($am, bn) if n > m,
where a = a1 . . . am and b = b1 . . . bn.
Where only one graph X features in our discussion, we shall for readability write  in place of X. We observe that
the function X is injective, and in particular that it distributes over intersection, that is, that
(R1 ∩ R2)X = R1X ∩ R2X
for all binary relations R1, R2 ⊆ X+ × X+.
A (binary) synchronous path automaton over X is a ﬁnite automaton over the graph X$ × X$, with the property
that the language accepted is contained within the image (X+ × X+)X of X. For convenience, we shall say that a
synchronous path automaton accepts a pair (a, b) ∈ X+ ×X+ if it accepts (a, b)X. A binary relation R ⊆ X+ ×X+
is called synchronously regular if there exists a synchronous path automaton accepting exactly the language RX, that
is, if RX is regular.
We emphasise that we have deﬁned synchronous regularity to be a property of binary relations on free semigroupoids,
and not of sequences of pairs of letters. This slightly more abstract approach allows us to avoid cluttering the exposition
in later sections with the technical details associated with synchronisation.
Just as a language of non-empty paths over X is also a language over X1, so a binary relation on X+ is also a
binary relation on (X1)+. Just as Proposition 3.1 told us that there was no ambiguity in describing a path language as
regular, the following result ensures that there is no ambiguity in describing a binary relation on a ﬁnitely generated
free semigroupoid as synchronously regular.
Proposition 3.6. LetX be a ﬁnite graph, andR ⊆ X+ ×X+. ThenR is synchronously regular as a subset ofX+ ×X+
if and only if R is synchronously regular as a subset of (X1)+ × (X1)+.
Proof. If R is synchronously regular as a subset of X+ × X+ then, by deﬁnition, RX is a regular language over
(X$ × X$)+. Let M be an automaton over X$ × X$ accepting RX. We obtain from M a new automaton N over
(X1)$ × (X1)$ by replacing each label of the form (x, $s) with a label (x, $), and each label of the form ($s , x) with a
label ($, x), and disregarding labels of vertices. Then it is easy to verify thatN acceptsRX1 , so thatR is synchronously
regular as a subset of (X1)+ × (X1)+.
Conversely, ifR ⊆ X+ ×X+ is synchronously regular as a subset of (X1)+ × (X1)+ then there exists a synchronous
automatonM over (X1)$ × (X1)$ recognisingR. We obtain fromM a new automatonN overX$ ×X$, which operates
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like M but keeps track of the vertices reached while following the paths read in the graph X. We deﬁne the automaton
N to have
• state set M0 × X0 × X0, where each (m, x, y) is labelled (x, y);
• start states (q0, x, y) where q0 is a start state of M and x, y ∈ X0;
• terminal states (q, x, y) where q is a terminal state of M , and x, y ∈ X0;
• an edge from (q, x, y) to (q ′, x, y) with label (x, y) whenever M has an edge from q to q ′ with label (x, y);
• for every t ∈ X0, an edge from (q, x, t) to (q ′, x, t) with label (x, $t ) whenever M has an edge from q to q ′ with
label (x, $); and
• for every t ∈ X0, an edge from (q, t, y) to (q ′, t, y) with label ($t , y) whenever M has an edge from q to q ′ with
label ($, y).
Once again, it is readily veriﬁed that N accepts RX, so that R is synchronously regular as a subset of X+ ×X+. 
Just as we were able to generalise to regular path languages a number of standard facts about regular languages,
so Proposition 3.6 lets us generalise to synchronously regular path languages some results about synchronously regular
languages. The following properties are all generalisations of standard results about synchronously regular languages,
which can be found in [11].
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a ﬁnite graph. Then:
(i) If R ⊆ X+ ×X+ is synchronously regular, then the binary relation R−1 = {(v, u) | (u, v) ∈ R} is synchronously
regular.
(ii) If R ⊆ X+ × X+ is synchronously regular, then the projections R1 and R2 of R onto its ﬁrst and second
coordinates are regular.
(iii) If K,L ⊆ X+ are regular languages of non-empty paths, then the binary relation K×L is synchronously regular.
(iv) Synchronously regular binary relations over X are closed under ﬁnite union, ﬁnite intersection and relational
composition.
(v) If K ⊆ X+ is regular then the diagonal binary relation {(w,w) |w ∈ K} is synchronously regular.
3.3. Sliding windows
In this rest of this section, we develop a number of technical deﬁnitions and associated lemmas, which will be put to
use later in the paper. The objective is to provide some sufﬁcient conditions for functions between free semigroupoids
to preserve the properties of regularity and of synchronous regularity. While the proofs of the lemmas are rather
technical, the conditions for application are quite intuitive, and can be easier to check than, for example, the existence
of a synchronous (in a suitable sense analogous to that implicitly used in [9]) rational transducer computing a given
function. Another application of these results will be seen in the subsequent paper [23], where they will be used to
study the relationship between automaticity and Rees matrix constructions over semigroupoids.
Let X and Y be ﬁnite graphs, A ⊆ X∗ and  : A → Y ∗ be a function. We say that  is regularity preserving if
for every regular language L ⊆ A ⊆ X+ contained in A, we have that L ⊆ Y+ is a regular language. We say that
 is strongly regularity preserving if for every regular language L ⊆ X+, we have that (L ∩ A) ⊆ Y+ is a regular
language. Note that a regularity preserving function with a regular domain is necessarily strongly regularity preserving.
A sliding window inverse for a function  : A → Y+ is a quadruple (n, f, g, h) consisting of a positive integer n
and three functions
f : Prefn(A ∩ Y>n) → X∗,
g : Intn(A) → X∗ and
h : Suffn(A ∩ Y>n) → X∗,
with the property that for any w ∈ A and y1 . . . yk ∈ Y+ with y1, . . . , yk ∈ Y 1 and k > n such that w = y1 . . . yk ,
we have
w = (y1 . . . yn)f (y2 . . . yn+1)g (y3 . . . yn+2)g . . . . . . (yk−n . . . yk−1)g (yk−n+1 . . . yk)h.
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If f, g and h are functions with domains containing those given above, we shall say that (n, f, g, h) is a sliding window
inverse for  if the restrictions of f , g and h to the appropriate domains have the given properties.
Intuitively, a function  : A → Y+ has a sliding window inverse if, given a sufﬁciently long path w, one can slide
a “window” of ﬁnite length from left to right along w, and reconstruct w from left to right, using at each stage only
the information visible in the “window”. Since w is reconstructed from left to right, it can be fed directly into a ﬁnite
automaton overX, allowing one to test whetherw belongs to a given regular languageL. This process can be simulated
by a ﬁnite automaton, which reads w one character at a time, stores (encoded in its state) the last n characters read
and the state which the automaton over X would have reached, having read the preﬁx of w so far constructed.
This process makes no sense with an arbitrary word w′ ∈ Y+, so it is also necessary that the automaton be able to
check that w′ arises in the form w, that is, that w′ ∈ A. Thus, we require that  have a regular image A. With this
proviso, it then follows that functions with sliding window inverses are strongly regularity preserving. This argument
is formalised in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.8 (The Sliding Window Lemma). Let X and Y be ﬁnite graphs, A ⊆ X∗ and  : A → Y ∗ be a function.
If A ⊆ Y ∗ is regular, and  has a sliding window inverse, then  is strongly regularity preserving.
Proof. Let (n, f, g, h) be a sliding window inverse for , and suppose L ⊆ X+ is a regular language. Let M be a
complete, deterministic ﬁnite path automaton acceptingL. Clearly, the set (L∩A)∩Y 2n is ﬁnite, and hence regular,
so we concern ourselves only with the set (L ∩ A) ∩ Y>2n. Moreover, this set is a ﬁnite union of the form
(L ∩ A) ∩ Y>2n = ⋃
a,b∈Yn
La,b,
where each La,b = (L ∩ A) ∩ aY+b. Since the class of regular path languages is closed under ﬁnite union, we need
only show that La,b is regular for each a, b ∈ Yn. To this end, let a = a1 . . . an and b = b1 . . . bn be ﬁxes paths in Yn.
We construct a new automaton N over Y with
• state set M0 × Yn−1, where each (m,w) is labelled w;
• start state (q ′0, a2 . . . an), where q ′0 is the unique state in M0 such that M has a path from a start state to q ′0 labelled
(a)f ;
• terminal states (q, b1 . . . bn−1) such that M has a path from q to some terminal state with label (b)h; and
• for each x1 . . . xn ∈ Yn, an edge from (q, x1 . . . xn−1) to (q ′, x2 . . . xn) labelled xn whenever M has a path from q
to q ′ labelled (x1 . . . xn)g.
Let K be the language accepted by N . We claim that La,b = aKbn ∩A∩ aY+b. Since K , A and aY+b are regular,
it will then follow that La,b is regular, as required. Certainly we have La,b ⊆ A ∩ aY+b so it will sufﬁce to show
that whenever w ∈ Y+ is such that awbn ∈ A ∩ aY+b, we have w ∈ K if and only if awbn ∈ La,b. To this end,
suppose w ∈ Y+ is such that awbn ∈ A ∩ aY+b. Let w0, . . . , wk ∈ Y be such that awbn = w0 . . . wk , so that
w = wn . . . wk−1. Let
w′ = (a)f (w1 . . . wn)g(w2 . . . wn+1)g . . . (wk−n . . . wk−1)g(b)h.
From the deﬁnition of a sliding window inverse, w′ is the unique word in A such that w′ = awbn. We shall show
that awbn ∈ La,b if and only if w is accepted by N .
Now awbn ∈ La,b if and only if awbn ∈ (L∩A). But since we know that awbn ∈ A, and w′ is the unique word
in A with w′ = awbn, this is the case if and only if w′ ∈ L, that is, if and only if w′ is accepted by M . Now this is
true exactly if M has states q1, q2, . . . , qk−n+1 such that:
(i) M has a path from a start state to q1, labelled (a)f ;
(ii) for 1 ik − n, M has a path from qi to qi+1 labelled (wi . . . wi+n−1)g; and
(iii) M has a path from qk−n+1 to some terminal state labelled (b)h.
By the deﬁnition of N , this happens exactly if M has states q1, q2, . . . , qk−n+1 such that:
(i) (q1, w1 . . . wn−1) is the start state in N ;
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(ii) for 1 ik − n, N has an edge from (qi, wi . . . wi+n−2) to (qi+1, wi+1 . . . wi+n−1) labelled wi+n−1;
(iii) (qk−n+1, wk−n+1 . . . wk−1) is a terminal state in N .
This in turn is true exactly if N has a path from the start state to some terminal state (qk−n, wk−n+1 . . . wk−1) with
label wn . . . wk−1 = w. But this is the case exactly if w is accepted by N , that is, exactly if w ∈ K .
This completes the proof that (L ∩ A) is regular, justifying the claim that  is strongly regularity preserving. 
3.4. Synchronous sliding windows
Our next objective is to establish a sufﬁcient condition for functions which have sliding window inverses to preserve
synchronous regularity.
Let X and Y be ﬁnite graphs, and for i = 1, 2 suppose we have subsets Ai ⊆ X+ and functions i : Ai → Y+. We
say that 1 and 2 are mutually synchronous regularity preserving if for every synchronously regular binary relation
R ⊆ A1 × A2, the binary relation
{(u1, v2) | (u, v) ∈ R} ⊆ Y+ × Y+
is synchronously regular. We say that 1 and 2 are strongly mutually synchronous regularity preserving if for every
synchronously regular relation R ⊆ X+ × X+, the relation
{(u1, v2) | (u, v) ∈ R ∩ (A1 × A2)} ⊆ Y+ × Y+
is synchronously regular.
If A ⊆ X+ and  : A → Y+ is (strongly) mutually synchronous regularity preserving with itself, we say that  is
(strongly) synchronous regularity preserving.
Let  : N → N be a function. We say that sliding window inverses (n1, f1, g1, h1) for 1 and (n2, f2, g2, h2) for
2 are synchronised by  if
(i) n1 = n2;
(ii) for every i = 1, 2 and every w ∈ Prefn1(Aii ∩ Y>n1), we have |wfi | = 0;
(iii) for every i = 1, 2 and every xyz ∈ Aii with x ∈ Ym, m1, y ∈ Yn1 and z ∈ Y+ we have |ygi | = m; and
(iv) for every i = 1, 2 and every xy ∈ Aii with x ∈ Ym, m1 and y ∈ Yn1 we have |yhi |m.
We say that two sliding window inverses are synchronised if they are synchronised by some function  : N→ N. Note
that a sliding window inverse need not be synchronised with itself. A sliding window inverse which is synchronised
with itself, we call self-synchronised.
The following lemma gives a sufﬁcient condition for two injective functions to be strongly mutually synchronous
regularity preserving.
Lemma 3.9 (The Synchronous Sliding Windows Lemma). LetX and Y be ﬁnite graphs,A1, A2 ⊆ X+ and1 : A1 →
Y+ and 2 : A2 → Y+ be injective functions. If A11 and A22 are regular and 1 and 2 have synchronised sliding
window inverses, then 1 and 2 are strongly mutually synchronous regularity preserving.
Proof. Suppose A11 and A22 are regular. Suppose also that (n, f1, g1, h1) and (n, f2, g2, h2) are
sliding window inverses for 1 and 2, respectively, which are synchronised by  : N → N. Let L ⊆ (X+ × X+)
be a synchronously regular binary relation over X. Then by Proposition 3.6, L is also a synchronously regular binary
relation over X1. Let
L′ = {(a11, a22) | (a1, a2) ∈ L ∩ (A1 × A2)} ⊆ Y+ × Y+.
Our objective is to show that L′ is synchronously regular.
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Certainly, we can write L′ as a union L′ = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 where
L1 = L′ ∩ (Y+ × Y n+1) = ⋃
v∈Y  n+1
L′ ∩ (Y+ × {v}),
L2 = L′ ∩ (Y n+1 × Y+) = ⋃
u∈Y  n+1
L′ ∩ ({u} × Y+)
and
L3 = L′ ∩ (Y>n+1 × Y>n+1).
We shall show that each of L1, L2 and L3 is synchronously regular, from which it will follow by Lemma 3.7(iv) that
L′ is synchronously regular.
First, we show that L1 is synchronously regular. To this end, suppose v ∈ Y+. Suppose ﬁrst that v ∈ A22. Since
2 is injective, there is a unique path b ∈ A2 such that v = b2. By Lemma 3.7 the language K = {a | (a, b) ∈ L}
is regular. Now by Lemma 3.8, the language (K ∩ A1)1 is regular, and so by Lemma 3.7(iii), (K ∩ A1)1 × {v} is
synchronously regular. But
(K ∩ A1)1 × {v} = {(a1, v) | (a, b) ∈ L, a ∈ A1} = L′ ∩ (Y+ × {v}),
soL′ ∩(Y+×{v}) is synchronously regular. Also, if v /∈ A22, thenL′ ∩(Y+×{v}) is empty, and hence synchronously
regular. But L1 is a union of ﬁnitely many sets of this form (those with v ∈ Y n+1). It follows by Lemma 3.7(iv) that
L1 is synchronously regular. An entirely similar argument shows that L2 is synchronously regular, so it remains only
to show that L3 is synchronously regular. Let
A = {(a, b) ∈ A1 × A2 | a1, b2 ∈ Y>n+1},
and deﬁne a new function  : AX1 → ((Y 1)$ × (Y 1)$)+ by (a, b)X1 = (a1, b2)Y 1 . Now we have
L3Y 1 = {(a, b)Y1 | (a, b) ∈ L3}
= {(a, b)Y1 | (a, b) ∈ L′, a, b ∈ Y>n+1}
= {(u1, v2)Y1 | (u, v) ∈ L ∩ (A1 × A2), u1, v2 ∈ Y>n+1}
= {(u1, v2)Y1 | (u, v) ∈ A ∩ L}
= {(u, v)X1 | (u, v) ∈ A ∩ L}
= (A ∩ L)X1
= (LX1 ∩ AX1).
We shall show that  is strongly regularity preserving, by showing that it has a regular image and a sliding window
inverse, and invoking Lemma 3.8. It will then follow that L3Y 1 is regular, and hence that L3 is synchronously regular,
as required.
First, we show that  has a regular image, that is, that AX1 is a regular language over (Y 1)$ × (Y 1)$. We have
(AX1) = {(a, b)X1 | (a, b) ∈ A}
= {(a1, b2)Y 1 | (a, b) ∈ A}
= {(a1, b2)Y 1 | a ∈ A1, b ∈ A2, a1, b2 ∈ Y>n+1}
= ((A11 × A22) ∩ (Y>n+1 × Y>n+1))Y 1 .
Now we know that A11, A22 and Y>n+1 are regular, so it follows by Lemma 3.7(iii) and Lemma 3.7(iv) that
(A11 × A22) ∩ (Y>n+1 × Y>n+1) is synchronously regular, which by deﬁnition means that
((A11 × A22) ∩ (Y>n+1 × Y>n+1))Y 1 = (AX1)
is regular. Thus,  has a regular image.
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We shall now construct a sliding window inverse for . For i = 1, 2 we deﬁne functions f ′i , g′i , h′i : ((Y 1)$)n+1 →
(X1)∗ by
f ′i : (y1 . . . yn+1) →
{
(y1 . . . yn)fi if deﬁned
 otherwise;
g′i : (y1 . . . yn+1) →
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(y1 . . . yn)hi if deﬁned and yn+1 = $
(y1 . . . yn)gi if deﬁned and yn+1 = $
 otherwise;
h′i : (y1 . . . yn+1) →
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(y1 . . . yn)hi if deﬁned and yn+1 = $
(y1 . . . yn)gi (y2 . . . yn+1)hi if deﬁned and yn+1 = $
 otherwise;
where  denotes the empty word in (X1)∗. We now deﬁne functions
f : Prefn+1(AX1) → ((X1)$ × (X1)$)∗, (x, y)Y 1 → (xf ′1, yf ′2)X1 ,
g : Intn+1(AX1) → ((X1)$ × (X1)$)∗, (x, y)Y 1 → (xg′1, yg′2)X1 , and
h : Suffn+1(AX1) → ((X1)$ × (X1)$)∗, (x, y)Y 1 → (xh′1, yh′2)X1 .
We claim that (n + 1, f, g, h) is a sliding window inverse for .
First, let x ∈ Ai with |xi | > n + 1 for i = 1 or i = 2. Suppose xi = x1 . . . xm and let km be an integer.
If k > m then deﬁne
xm+1 = xm+2 = · · · = xk = $.
We claim that
x = (x1 . . . xn+1)f ′i (x2 . . . xn+2)g′i (x3 . . . xn+3)g′i . . . (xk−n−1 . . . xk−1)g′i (xk−n . . . xk)h′i . (1)
Suppose ﬁrst that km + 2. Certainly, by assumption, we have that
x = (x1 . . . xn)fi(x2 . . . xn+1)gi(x3 . . . xn+2)gi . . . (xm−n+1 . . . xm)hi
Now by the deﬁnitions of f ′i , g′i and h′i , we have that
(x1 . . . xn+1)f ′i = (x1 . . . xn)fi, (xj . . . xj+n)g′i = (xj . . . xj+n−1)gi for 1 < jm − n,
(xm−n+1 . . . xm+1)g′i = (xm−n+1 . . . xm)hi, (xj . . . xj+n)g′i =  for m − n + 1 < j < k − n, and
(xk−n . . . xk)h′i = .
It follows that (1) holds. Similar arguments show that (1) also holds when k = m and when k = m + 1.
Now suppose w ∈ AX1 , say w = (w1, w2)X1 . Then by the deﬁnition of A, we have w11, w22 ∈ Y>n+1. Now
by the deﬁnition of, we havew = (w11, w22)Y 1 . Supposew = (x1, y1) . . . (xk, yk). Then from (1), we obtain
w1 = (x1 . . . xn+1)f ′1 (x2 . . . xn+2)g′1 (x3 . . . xn+3)g′1 . . . (xk−n−1 . . . xk−1)g′1 (xk−n . . . xk)h′1
and similarly,
w2 = (y1 . . . yn+1)f ′2 (y2 . . . yn+2)g′2 (y3 . . . yn+3)g′2 . . . (yk−n−1 . . . yk−1)g′2 (yk−n . . . yk)h′2.
Furthermore, by assumption, we have
|(x1 . . . xn+1)f ′1| = |(x1 . . . xn)f1| = 0 = |(y1 . . . yn)f2| = |(y1 . . . yn+1)f ′2|
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from which it follows that
((x1 . . . xn+1)f ′1, (y1 . . . yn+1)f ′2)X1 = (x1 . . . xn+1, y1 . . . yn+1)Y 1f.
Suppose ﬁrst that |w11| < |w22| − 1, and let m = |w11|. Then for every 1 < jm − n, we have
|(xj . . . xj+n)g′1| = |(xj . . . xj+n−1)g1| = (j − 1) = |(yj . . . yj+n−1)g2| = |(yj . . . yj+n)g′2|,
so that
((xj . . . xj+n)g′1, (yj . . . yj+n)g′2)X1 = (xj . . . xj+n, yj . . . yj+n)Y 1g.
When j = m − n we have
|(xj . . . xj+n)g′1| = |(xj . . . xj+n−1)h1|(j − 1) = |(yj . . . yj+n−1)g2| = |(yj . . . yj+n)g′2|
so that once again
((xj . . . xj+n)g′1, (yj . . . yj+n)g′2)X1 = (xj . . . xj+n, yj . . . yj+n)Y 1g.
Now for m − n + 1 < j < |w22| − n we see that (xj . . . xj+n)g′1 is the empty word, as is (x|w22|−n . . . x|w22|)h′1.
It now follows from the deﬁnitions of f, g and h that
w = (w1, w2)X1 = ((x1, y1) . . . (xn+1, yn+1))f ((x2, y2) . . . (xn+2, yn+2))g
. . . ((xk−n, yk−n) . . . (xk, yk))h
where w = (x1, y1)(x2, y2) . . . (xk, yk).
Similar arguments apply in the cases |w11| = |w22| − 1 and |w11| = |w22| and symmetrical ones when
|w11| > |w22|. This completes the proof that  has a sliding window inverse.
We have shown that  has a regular image and a sliding window inverse, and so by Lemma 3.8,  is strongly
regularity preserving. Now we know that L is synchronously regular, which by deﬁnition means that LX1 is regular.
It follows that L3Y 1 = (LX1 ∩ AX1) is regular, and hence that L3 is synchronously regular. Thus, L′ is a union
of synchronously regular binary relations, and hence is synchronously regular, as required. 
A special case of Lemma 3.9 gives a sufﬁcient condition for a function to be strongly synchronous regularity
preserving.
Corollary 3.10. Let X and Y be graphs, A ⊆ X+ and  : A → Y+ be an injective function. If A is regular and has
a self-synchronised sliding window inverse, then  is strongly synchronous regularity preserving.
4. Automaticity and partial algebras
In this section, we introduce natural deﬁnitions of automaticity and preﬁx-automaticity in semigroupoids and small
categories. We then show that, with these deﬁnitions, a semigroupoid is automatic or preﬁx-automatic exactly if its
consolidation is automatic or preﬁx-automatic, respectively. This will allow us to extend a number of standard results
about automatic semigroups to cover automatic semigroupoids.
4.1. Deﬁnitions
A choice of representatives for a semigroupoid S is a triple (X,K, 	), of a graph X with X0 = S0, a (surjective)
semigroupoid morphism 	 : X+ → S of the free semigroupoidX+ onto S, and a languageK ⊆ X+ such thatK	 = S.
The choice of representatives is called ﬁnitely generated if X has ﬁnitely many edges. Clearly, a semigroupoid has a
ﬁnitely generated choice of representatives if and only if it is ﬁnitely generated. The choice of representatives is called
a cross-section if the restriction of 	 to K is bijective, that is, if K contains a unique representative for every arrow
in S. The choice of representatives is called preﬁx-closed if K is closed under the taking of non-empty preﬁxes.
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A (right–right) automatic structure for a semigroupoid S is a ﬁnitely generated choice of representatives (X,K, 	)
with the property that for every edge or empty path a ∈ X0 ∪ X1, the binary relation
Ka = {(u, v) ∈ K × K | u = a, (ua)	 = v	}
is synchronously regular. We remark that, just as for semigroups (see [19]), we could deﬁne analogous notions of left–
right, right–left, and left–left automatic structures. However, we shall be concerned only with right–right automatic
structures, which we shall refer to simply as automatic structures.
The following proposition gives a useful alternative formulation of the deﬁnition.
Proposition 4.1. A ﬁnitely generated choice of representatives (X,K, 	) is an automatic structure if and only if Ka is
synchronously regular for every edge a ∈ X1 and the union




Proof. Certainly if (X,K, 	) is an automatic structure thenKa is synchronously regular for every a ∈ X0, so the union
K= is synchronously regular by Lemma 3.7(iv).
Conversely, if K= is synchronously regular, then for every a ∈ X0 we have
Ka = {(u, v) ∈ K= | v = a} = K= ∩ (K × X∗B)
where B = {x ∈ X1 | x = a} is ﬁnite. It now follows by Lemma 3.7(iii) and (iv) that each Ka is synchronously
regular, and hence that (X,K, 	) is an automatic structure. 
We shall use the equivalence of these two formulations without further comment. A consequence of this proposition
is that, as in the semigroup case, it is implicit in the deﬁnition that the path language K is regular.
A preﬁx-automatic structure for a semigroupoid S is an automatic structure (X,K, 	) with the additional property
that the binary relation
K ′= = {(u, v) ∈ K × Pref(K) | u	 = v	}
is synchronously regular. We shall see later (Proposition 4.4) that a semigroupoid has a preﬁx-automatic structure
exactly if it has an automatic structure which is preﬁx-closed.
A semigroupoid is called automatic [preﬁx-automatic] if it has an automatic structure [respectively, a preﬁx-automatic
structure]. An automatic [preﬁx-automatic] structure which is also a cross-section is called an automatic cross-section
[respectively, a preﬁx-automatic cross-section]. We shall see (Corollary 4.6) that every automatic [preﬁx-automatic]
semigroupoid has an automatic [respectively, preﬁx-automatic] cross-section.
We shall call a semigroup automatic or preﬁx-automatic if the corresponding single-object semigroupoid has the
same property. It is an easy exercise to verify that these deﬁnitions coincide with those introduced in [20] and in [28]
respectively. It is not presently known whether every automatic semigroup is preﬁx-automatic, or whether every preﬁx-
automatic semigroup has a preﬁx-closed automatic cross-section. These questions are also open for semigroupoids.
4.2. Some properties of automatic semigroupoids
The following technical result is proved exactly as in the semigroup case (see [4, Proposition 3.2]).
Proposition 4.2. Suppose (X,K, 	) is an automatic structure for a semi-groupoid S, and w ∈ X+. Then the binary
relation
Kw = {(u, v) ∈ K × K | u = w, (uw)	 = v	}
is synchronously regular.
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The following theorem will allow us to generalise a number of known results about automatic semigroups to the
wider case of automatic semigroupoids.
Theorem 4.3. Let T be the consolidation of a semigroupoid S. Then S is automatic if and only if T is automatic.
Furthermore, S has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure if and only if T has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure, and S
has an automatic cross-section if and only if T has an automatic cross-section.
Proof. First, suppose T is automatic. Let (A,L, 	) be an automatic structure for T , and let B be the set of letters in
A which do not represent the zero element 0 ∈ T . Let X be a graph with vertex set S0, and edge set B, where for each
b ∈ B, we deﬁne b = b	 and b = b	 to be respectively the source and target of the element of T represented by
b, when considered as an arrow in S.
Let  be the restriction of 	 toX+ ⊆ A+. Clearly, paths inX+ represent non-zero elements of T , so that  : X+ → S
is a morphism of semigroupoids. Let K = {w ∈ L |w	 = 0} be the set of words in L which do not represent the zero
element 0 ∈ T . It is readily veriﬁed that K = L ∩ X+. By Proposition 3.1, X+ considered as a language over X1
is regular. It follows that K is regular and then, since K ⊆ X+, by Proposition 3.1 that K is a regular path language
over X.
Clearly,K contains a representative for every non-zero element of T , and hence for every arrow in S. Thus, (X,K, )
is a choice of representatives for S. Now for every a ∈ X1, we have Ka = La ∩ (K × K), so by Lemma 3.7(iii),
Lemma 3.7(iv) and Proposition 3.6, Ka is a synchronously regular path language. Similarly, K= = L= ∩ (K × K) is
a synchronously regular path language.
We have shown that (X,K, ) is an automatic structure for S, so that S is automatic as required. It is also clear
from the method of construction that (X,K, ) is a cross-section [a preﬁx-closed choice of representatives] whenever
(A,L, 	) is a cross-section [respectively, a preﬁx-closed choice of representatives].
Conversely, suppose (X,K, ) is an automatic structure for the semigroupoid S. Let A = X1 ∪ {z} be an alphabet
where z is a new symbol which will represent the zero element 0 ∈ T . Deﬁne a semigroup morphism 	 : A+ → T by
x	 = x for all x ∈ X1, and z	 = 0.
Let L = K ∪ {z} ⊆ A+. Then L is a regular language over A. Clearly, L maps surjectively onto T , so that (A,L, 	)
is a regular choice of representatives for T . We claim that (A,L, 	) is an automatic structure for T .
First, since z is the only representative for the zero element 0 ∈ T , we haveL= = K=∪{(z, z)}which, by synchronous
regularity of K= and Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, is synchronously regular.
Furthermore, for any w ∈ L we have (wz)	 = (w	)0 = 0 = z	 and z is the unique representative in L for the zero
element, so
Lz = {(w, z) |w ∈ L} = L × {z}.
Since L is regular, it follows by Lemma 3.7(i) and (iii) that Lz is synchronously regular.
Now let a ∈ X1, and suppose (u, v) ∈ La , so that (ua)	 = v	. If u, v ∈ K then it follows that (u, v) ∈ Ka . If u = z
then we must have v	 = (ua)	 = 0 so that v = z. If v = z then (ua)	 = v	 = 0, so either u = z, or u ∈ K and the
S-product (u	)(a	) is not deﬁned, that is, u = a. Thus, we have
La = Ka ∪ {(z, z)} ∪ {(u, z) | u ∈ K, u = a}.
By a similar argument to that above, we observe that Ka and {(z, z)} are synchronously regular. Furthermore, we have
{(u, z) | u ∈ K, u = a} = (A∗C ∩ K) × {z},
whereC = {x ∈ A | x = a} ⊆ A is ﬁnite. It follows byLemma3.7(iii) that the ﬁnal part of the union is synchronously
regular. Thus, La is a ﬁnite union of synchronously regular binary relations, so by Lemma 3.7(iv), it is synchronously
regular, as required.
We have shown that (A,L, 	) is an automatic structure for T . Furthermore, one can easily verify that L is a cross-
section [a preﬁx-closed choice of representatives] whenever (X,K, ) is a cross-section [respectively, a preﬁx-closed
choice of representatives]. 
The following proposition, which generalises [28, Proposition 5.8], will enable us to extend Theorem 4.3 to cover
preﬁx-automatic semigroupoids.
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Proposition 4.4. Let S be a semigroupoid. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) S is preﬁx-automatic.
(ii) S has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure.
(iii) S has a preﬁx-closed preﬁx-automatic structure.
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that S is preﬁx-automatic. Let (X,K, 	) be a preﬁx-automatic structure for S. Let L = Pref(K).
We claim that (X,L, 	) is a (preﬁx-closed) automatic structure for S.
Let a ∈ X0 ∪X1. We claim ﬁrst that La = (K ′=)−1 ◦Ka ◦K ′=. Suppose ﬁrst that (x, y) ∈ La . Then x, y ∈ Pref(K)
and (xa)	 = y	. Choose z, z′ ∈ K such that z	 = x	 and z′	 = (xa)	. Then we have (x, z) ∈ (K ′=)−1, (z, z′) ∈ Ka
and (z′, y) ∈ K ′=, so that (x, y) ∈ (K ′=)−1◦Ka◦K ′=. Conversely, if (x, y) ∈ (K ′=)−1◦Ka◦K ′= then there exist z, z′ ∈ K
with (x, z) ∈ (K ′=)−1, (z, z′) ∈ Ka and (z′, y) ∈ K ′=. But now x, y ∈ Pref(K) = L and (xa)	 = (za)	 = z′	 = y	,
so that (x, y) ∈ La .
We know that K ′= is synchronously regular, and by Lemma 3.7(i), (K ′=)−1 is also synchronously regular. From
the deﬁnition of an automatic structure, Ka is synchronously regular so it follows by Lemma 3.7(iv), that La is
synchronously regular. Thus, (X,L, 	) is a preﬁx-closed automatic structure for S. Hence, (i) implies (ii).
Next, suppose that S has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure (X,K, 	). Then by deﬁnition, Pref(K) = K . But then
the deﬁnitions of K= and K ′= coincide, so it must be that K ′= = K= is synchronously regular. Thus, (X,K, 	) is a
preﬁx-closed preﬁx-automatic structure for S. Hence, (ii) implies (iii).
Finally, that (iii) implies (i) is immediate. 
Corollary 4.5. Let T be the consolidation of a semigroupoid S. Then S is preﬁx-automatic if and only if T is preﬁx-
automatic.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, S is preﬁx-automatic if and only if S has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure. By Theorem
4.3, S has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure exactly if T has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure. By Proposition 4.4,
T has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure if and only if T is preﬁx-automatic. 
The above results enable us immediately to extend to semigroupoids an important result about automatic semigroups.
Corollary 4.6. Let S be an automatic [preﬁx-automatic] semigroupoid. Then S has an automatic [respectively, preﬁx-
automatic] cross-section.
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that S is automatic. Let T be the consolidation of S. By Theorem 4.3, T is automatic. Now by
[4, Corollary 5.6], T has an automatic cross-section. So by Theorem 4.3, S has an automatic cross-section.
For preﬁx-automaticity, we argue similarly using Corollary 4.5 in place of Theorem 4.3, and the proofs of
[28, Proposition 5.328, Corollary 5.4] in place of [4, Corollary 5.6]. (Silva and Steinberg [28] prove a result analogous
to [4, Corollary 5.6] for preﬁx-automaticity in monoids. However, their proof does not rely upon the existence of an
identity, and sufﬁces to prove a corresponding result for semigroups in general.) 
5. Automatic semigroups
In this section we employ the results of the previous sections to prove some new results about automatic semi-
groups and monoids. The following proposition, which generalises [28, Corollary 5.4 and Proposition 5.8], is a simple
specialisation of Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 4.6.
Proposition 5.1. Let S be a semigroup. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) S is preﬁx-automatic.
(ii) S has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure.
(iii) S has a preﬁx-closed preﬁx-automatic structure.
(iv) S has a preﬁx-automatic cross-section.
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In [27], it is shown that a coﬁnite ideal of a preﬁx-automatic semigroup is preﬁx-automatic. Our next objective is to
show that, in fact, every coﬁnite subsemigroup of a preﬁx-automatic semigroup is preﬁx-automatic. We observe that in
[15] a proof is mistakenly claimed of the (by Proposition 5.1, equivalent) statement that every coﬁnite subsemigroup
of a semigroup with a preﬁx-closed automatic structure has a preﬁx-closed automatic structure. In fact, the proof given
there is a proof of the converse statement. The same proof appears, correctly described, in [17]. We begin with a simple
lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let T be a coﬁnite subsemigroup of a semigroup S, and suppose (A,L, 	) is a preﬁx-automatic structure
for S. Then the language Pref(L) ∩ T 	−1 is regular.
Proof. For each s ∈ S \ T , let ws be some representative in L for s. Then by the deﬁnition of L′= and Lemma 3.7(iv)
and (ii), we see that
Pref(L) ∩ s	−1 = (L′= ∩ ({ws} × Pref(L))2
is regular. But then





is regular, as required. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.3. Let S be a semigroup and T a coﬁnite subsemigroup of S. If S is preﬁx-automatic, then T is preﬁx-
automatic.
Proof. Suppose S is preﬁx-automatic. By Proposition 5.1, we can choose a preﬁx-automatic cross-section (A,L, 	)
for S. By [17, Lemma 4.1], there exists an integer k such that for every w ∈ Fact(L)∩Ak ∩A<2k , we have w	 ∈ T .
We deﬁne a new alphabet B by
B = {bw |w ∈ Fact(L) ∩ A<2k ∩ T 	−1}
and a new morphism  : B+ → T by bw = w	. We deﬁne a language
V = T 	−1 ∩ Pref(L) = {w ∈ Pref(L) |w	 ∈ T }.




bw if w ∈ Ak
bw1bw2 . . . bwn if w = w1w2 . . . wn with w1, . . . , wn−1 ∈ Ak
and wn ∈ Ak ∩ A<2k.
Let K = (L ∩ V ). Clearly,  is injective and w = w	 for all w ∈ V . Also, since (A,L, 	) is a cross-section, we
know that the restriction of 	 to L is a bijection. It follows that if v,w ∈ K are such that v = w, then v = x and
w = y for some x, y ∈ L ∩ V so that
x	 = x = v = w = y = y	
so that x = y and v = x = y = w. Thus, the restriction of  to K is injective. Furthermore, if t ∈ T then t = x	
for some x ∈ L, and certainly x ∈ T 	−1 so that x ∈ V . Now x ∈ (L ∩ V ) = K and (x) = x	 = t . Thus, the
restriction of  to K is surjective.
We have shown that (B,K, ) is a cross-section for T . We claim that (B,K, ) is, in fact, a preﬁx-automatic
cross-section for T . We begin by showing that  has a regular image and a self-synchronised sliding window inverse.
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We show ﬁrst that the image V is regular. Deﬁne a new function f : B+ → A+ by (bw1 . . . bwn)f = w1 . . . wn.
Clearly f is a morphism, and regular languages are closed under inverse morphisms. We have seen that V is regular,
so it follows that the language
Vf−1 = {bw1 . . . bwn |w1 . . . wn ∈ V }
is regular. But now we see that V = Vf−1 ∩ (B1 ∪ B∗2B3) where B1 = {bw |w ∈ Ak}, B2 = {bw |w ∈ Ak} and
B3 = {bw |w ∈ Ak ∩ A<2k} are all ﬁnite. Thus, V is regular.
Now with f deﬁned as in the previous paragraph, we claim that (1, f, f, f ) is a sliding window inverse for . To
see this, suppose w ∈ V , n > 1 and y1, . . . , yn ∈ B are such that y1 . . . yn = w. Since n > 1, it follows from the
deﬁnition of  that we must have w = w1 . . . wn for some w1, . . . , wn−1 ∈ Ak and wn ∈ Ak ∩ A<2k , and that
y1 . . . yn = w = bw1 . . . bwn . But now we have
(y1)f (y2)f (y3)f . . . (yn−1)f (yn)f = (bw1)f (bw2)f . . . (bwn−1)f (bwn)f = w1w2 . . . wn = w
as required. We have already seen that  has a regular image, so by Lemma 3.8, it follows that  is strongly regularity
preserving.
Furthermore, if we deﬁne  : N → N by n = k for all n ∈ N, we see that (1, f, f, f ) is self-synchronised
by . We observed above that  is injective, so it follows by Corollary 3.10 that  is strongly synchronous regularity
preserving.
Now since L is regular and  is strongly regularity preserving, we deduce that K = (L ∩ V ) is regular. Since
(B,K, ) is a cross-section for T , it follows by Lemma 3.7(v) that K= = {(w,w) |w ∈ K} is synchronously regular.
Now let b ∈ B. Then b = bw for some w, and by Proposition 4.2, Lw is synchronously regular. But we have
Kb = {(u, v) ∈ K × K | (ub) = v}
= {(x, y) | x, y ∈ L ∩ V, ((x)b) = y}
= {(x, y) | x, y ∈ L ∩ V, (xw)	 = y	}
= {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ Lw ∩ (V × V )}.
It follows by Lemma 3.7(iii) and Lemma 3.7(iv) that Lw ∩ (V × V ) is synchronously regular. Since  is strongly
synchronous regularity preserving, it follows that Kb is synchronously regular.
We have shown that (B,K, ) is an automatic cross-section forL. It remains only to show that it is a preﬁx-automatic
structure, that is, that the binary relation K ′= = {(u, v) ∈ K × Pref(K) | u = v} is synchronously regular.
We claim that every non-empty word in Pref(K) can be written as x for some x ∈ V . By deﬁnition, every word in
K itself can certainly be written as x for some x ∈ L ∩ V ⊆ V . Now consider a non-empty word v ∈ Pref(K) \ K .
Then there is a non-empty word v′ ∈ B+ such that vv′ ∈ K . Now K = (L ∩ V ), so we must have vv′ = w for
some word w ∈ L∩V . Since v and v′ are both non-empty, vv′ has length at least 2. Thus, from the deﬁnition of , we
must have w = w1w2 . . . wn for some n2, w1, . . . , wn−1 ∈ Ak and wn ∈ Ak ∩ A<2k . But now we have
vv′ = w = bw1bw2 . . . bwn
so that in particular v = bw1 . . . bwj = (w1 . . . wj ) for some j with 1j < n. Let x = w1 . . . wj . Then x ∈ Pref(L)
(since it is a preﬁx of w ∈ L). Also, by the original assumption on k, we have w1	, w2	, . . . , wj	 ∈ T , so that
x	 = (w1	)(w2	) . . . (wj	) ∈ T
and x ∈ T 	−1. This completes the proof that every word in Pref(K) is of the form x for some x ∈ V .
Now, noting that V ⊆ Pref(L), we have
K ′= = {(u, v) | u ∈ K, v ∈ Pref(K), u = v}
= {(x, y) | x ∈ L ∩ V, y ∈ V, y ∈ Pref(K), x = y}
= {(x, y) | x ∈ L ∩ V, y ∈ V, y ∈ Pref(K), x	 = y	}
= {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ L′= ∩ (V × V ), y ∈ Pref(K)}
= {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ L′= ∩ (V × V )} ∩ (B+ × Pref(K)).
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Now B+ is certainly regular, and K is regular so Pref(K) must be regular. By Lemma 3.7(iii), it follows that B+ ×
Pref(K) is synchronously regular. We know that L′= is synchronously regular and  is strongly synchronous regularity
preserving, so {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ L′= ∩ (V × V )} is synchronously regular. Now by Lemma 3.7(iv), it follows
that K ′= is synchronously regular. Thus, (B,K, ) is a preﬁx-automatic structure (indeed, a preﬁx-automatic cross-
section) for S, as required. 
Combining Theorem 5.3 with Proposition 5.1 and [17, Theorem 1.1 and remarks preceding proof], we obtain the
following result.
Theorem 5.4. Let S be a semigroup and T a coﬁnite subsemigroup of S. Then S is preﬁx-automatic if and only if T is
preﬁx-automatic.
Another corollary is that some results of [27] extend to give a characterisation of preﬁx-automaticity in free products
of semigroups.
Corollary 5.5. Let S and T be semigroups. Then S and T are preﬁx-automatic if and only if their semigroup free
product is preﬁx-automatic.
Proof. Let S ∗ T denote the semigroup free product of S and T . Let S and T be the monoids obtained by adjoining a
new identity element to S and T respectively, and let S ∗1 T denote the monoid free product (amalgamating identities)
of S and T . Then it is easily veriﬁed that S ∗1 T is isomorphic to S ∗ T with an identity adjoined.
Suppose ﬁrst that S and T are preﬁx-automatic. Then by Theorem 5.4, S and T are preﬁx-automatic. By
[27, Theorem 8.1], S ∗1 T is preﬁx-automatic. Now by Theorem 5.4, S ∗ T is preﬁx-automatic.
Conversely, if S ∗ T is preﬁx-automatic then we deduce by Theorem 5.4 that S ∗1 T is preﬁx-automatic, by
[27, Theorem 8.2] that S and T are preﬁx-automatic, and then by Theorem 5.4 that S and T are preﬁx-automatic. 
We obtain also corresponding results for partial algebras, in both the automatic and preﬁx-automatic cases.
Theorem 5.6. Let S be a semigroupoid, and U be a coﬁnite subsemigroupoid of S. Then S is automatic [preﬁx-
automatic] if and only if U is automatic. [respectively, preﬁx-automatic].
Proof. Let T and V be the consolidations of S and U respectively. Clearly, V is a coﬁnite subsemigroup of T .
By Theorem 4.3, S is automatic if and only if T is automatic. Now by [17, Theorem 1.1], T is automatic if and only if
V is automatic. Finally, by Theorem 4.3, V is automatic if and only if U is automatic.
For preﬁx-automaticity, we use the same argument with Corollary 4.5 substituted for Theorem 4.3, and Theorem 5.4
in place of [17, Theorem 1.1]. 
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